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LEGE SLIDE

From cycle data to monitoring and evaluation
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Data sources

counts, GPS-data, surveys

Prepare and clean

Outliers, anonymize

Visualize

Maps, graphs, statistics

Enrich

Merging, adding layers

Engage

Community, academies, 

workshops, policy
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#Importance of monitoring & evaluation

Increasing availability cycling data

Translation data into information

Insight actual cycle behaviour

Data-driven cycle policy
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PLAN
Determine the right location, route and make the 

right connection a calculation of the expected use

is needed, taking into account the future 

developments to plan a future proof cycle 

infrastructure



Virtual 

Planning 

Tools

Analysis of bicycle data

Effect estimation of 

Bicycle Measures



QUICKSCAN

• Travel time gain

• Cycle Highway potential
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Cycle highway 

potential evaluation



DESIGN &

BUILD
The challenge is to design the best suitable cycle 

infrastructure for that specific location. 

Therefor different design principals such as attractiveness, 

comfort, safety, directness and coherence have to be taken 

into account. 



#Self explaining infrastructure



F261: Dutch Wayfinding pilot



SELL
Communication, campaigns and incentive programs 

will help to stimulate (new) cyclists to use the cycle 

infrastructure. 

Engagement of employers is  key to reach the commuters 

and create a modal shift from car to (e)-bike. 
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EVALUATE
Use of the cycle network is the key success of cycle 

policy. Monitoring and evaluation are key to measure 

effectiveness

Translation counts, GPS-data and surveys into information 

enables to enhance cycle policy



#Cycle volumes



#Route choices



#Time of day and Origin/destination



#Time of day and Origin/destination



Surveys

Counts

Floating Bike Data

Forecast models

Interviews

Technical infrastructure
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#The cycle serpent Copenhagen
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Data-driven cycling policy

Cycling 

Counts

Cycling

Relations

Cycling 

Surveys

Cycling &  

Weather

Origin &  

Destinations

Sustainability 

impact

Bicycle oriented

Development

Cycle Highway

Experience
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#Effective cycle policy

1. Cycle monitoring and evaluation starts with the information needs.

2. Design the data-collection in line with these specific needs. 

3. Data-collection is not an objective itself but a mean 

4. Do not do all things at once but choose where to start. 

5. The cycle policy process sometimes demands flexibility



• The animations in slide 3,4,9,10 were developed by the Breda University of applied
sciences in relation to the EU CHIPS project

• The photo’s in slide 2 were used from the internet (references added)

• Other photo’s in this presentation were provided by our research partners 
(Gelderland (27), Noord-Brabant (19,24), Eindhoven (26), Copenhagen (25), Sustrans
(18))

• The video in slide 15 is recorded by Lisette Hoeke and George Liu (CHIPS project)

• The embedded videos in slide 8 en 28 are from pixabay

Credits & References

More information

Further reading:

• https://www.cyclehighways.eu

See dutchcycling.nl/dci for more information about:

• subjects, speakers and other knowledge clips cycling

https://www.twitter.com/BikeTrainGuru
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